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Joint Resolution Time Frames and Procedures for Establishing Standing in Republic Congress 

The Joint Sub Committee on Governance Affairs recommends the following time frames and procedures 

to establish/confirm achievement of standing for free state officials in Republic Congress.   

Be it resolved that: 

1) Within seven (7) working days after ratification of this resolution, each free state in Union Legislator 

demonstrates their achievement of Standing in Republic Congress by filing with their state’s records 

keeper, requested state documents, including the Oath for officials holding Republic Legislative 

offices, and filing such verification with Republic Congress as follows.   

a) State’s records keeper and witness verifies state elected Republic Legislators and keeps current 

minimum valid documents for each of the one to two active Senators (1-2) and one to ten active 

Representatives (1-10), on file in a secure location by state.   

 

b) State’s records keeper completes state Legislator Contact Form (LCF) form to establish standing 

for their Republic Legislators to attend, participate and vote in Republic Congress sessions and 

committees. This information will be used to set up or remove Republic Congress email and 

access to the Republic Congress Resource Center (RCRC) or equivalent current system.  

 

I. Three forms to file, as designated in a secure location by Republic Congress include: 

 

 i.   Oath of Office for each Republic Legislator;  

 ii.  Republic Legislator Database Non-disclosure agreement (DBNDA);  

 iii. State Legislator Contact Form (LCF) which includes the following applicable  

       information about each of one or two Senators (1-2) and one to ten Representatives 

       (1-10):  

 

a. Name (current and if applicable previous);  

b. Contact information to include phone(s), email(s);  

c. Status (add or remove); and  

d. Effective dates (start and stop);  

e. Optional fax, skype.  

 

II. Update requirement: post a new complete state Legislator Contact Form (LCF) containing 

 both the current and prior (changing) contacts within seven days of effective date they  

 wish to be recognized. 

 

2)  Only office holders with verified standing through their state’s records keeper with an accurate state 

Legislator Contact Form (LCF) on file with Republic Congress, are in position to perform official 

duties with Republic Congress.  The seven (7) regional Ambassadors, and state’s records keeper or 

equivalent will work together with their state and Republic officials to meet this deadline. 

3)  Once funding has been received, established, and all state Republic Legislators have standing as 

ratified above, this Joint Resolution by Republic Congress 20110524-02 may be reviewed for 

amendment, replacement or termination.  
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Voted upon in Republic Congress Assembled; May 31, 2011  
 

Yeas: ________________   Nays: ________________   Absentees: ________________ 

 

 

        : Witnesses : 

 

 

           For House of Representatives:                 For Senate:  

                 Mark Wayne Lounsbury                    Jeffrey Smith 

                   Speaker of the House            Acting Senate Pro Tempore  


